
East Wichel Community Association (EWCA) 

Residents Meeting 23rd July 2014 – Minutes 

Attendees: 

Rob Powe, Swindon Borough Council (SBC) 
Sophie Crawford, SBC 
Bob Sanders, SBC 
Andrea Barrett, Localities 
Nadine Watts, Councillor 
Ben, STL 
 
Apologies: Taylor Wimpey (TW), Brian Mattock (Councillor) 
 
The meeting commenced with Ali Boulton providing an introduction to the East Wichel Community 
Association Trustees and representatives of each of the organisations in attendance. 
 
Announcements 

 Community Activities  

Crealy trip – 29th July 

Community trip booked for 29thJuly with the numbers now finalised. Spaces still remain on the coach 

for anyone interested in attending. The trip has also now been extended to allow for residents to 

bring friends from outside of East Wichel. 

 

Community Fun Day – 31st August 

A fete themed event for all the family that will be held on the Green. 

 

There will be additional local activities arranged throughout summer  and will be published on the 

East Wichel Facebook Group. 

Play Park Update 

The Play Park next to the community centre has progressed and is nearing completion. Nadine Watts 

confirmed that 8th August is now the projected completion date.  

See The Light 

Sky Deal 

Ben advised of a deal that had been reached with Sky, whereby new Sky customers can obtain Sky 

TV free for 12 months. Unfortunately this offer cannot be extended to current Sky customers due to 

commercial viability for Sky. 

Broadband Services 

Ben stated that STL have received verbal confirmation from an alternate ISP who is interested in 

providing services to the area. This is not yet formally confirmed so it cannot be disclosed who it is at 

this time. Ben will follow up in the next few weeks as more information becomes available. 



Community Open Discussion 

Grass Verges and Footpaths 

Residents raised the issue of upkeep and maintenance of the public grass verges in East Wichel and 

Wichelstowe. There is currently split responsibility for the grass verges throughout Wichelstowe, 

within the East Wichel estate TW are responsible for the areas until the areas and roads are handed 

over to the council. 

The following areas were brought to attention: 

1. Verges along the stretch between Waitrose and East Wichel 

Rob Powe advised that this area falls under the responsibility of the council and will look into any 

concerns regarding the apparent lack of upkeep (RP to follow up). 

2. The Canal footpaths  

The areas are split between SBC and Wilts Berks Canal Trust so the responsibilities for upkeep is 

dependent upon the specific stretch and canal bank being referred to (RP to follow up). 

3. Areas outside of the School 

The School is responsible for upkeep of the area directly around the school and up to the 

Community Centre (Andrea Barnett to follow up) 

4. The footpath running over the canal and toward Wroughton 

Rob confirmed that this is SBC responsibility. 

Other Topics of Discussion 

 Concerns about the one way system outside of the school and community centre, question 

asked whether the one way system was still in place as TW are generally not adhering to the 

system whilst developing the area.  

As far as SBC are aware, the one way system remains in place. (TW to advise/action) 

 

 A number of streetlights were reported as still not functioning in a number of places, those 

mentioned included; Eyam Road, Trecastle Road, EW Way and Stonehenge Road .  

Nadine Watts will take this up with the StreetSmart Team and encouraged residents to advise of all 

affected areas. 

 

 Some residents advised that recycling collections have been inconsistent, failing to collect or 

only making part-collections. 

Andrea Barnett confirmed that the Localities Team will look into this and report back at the next 

meeting (AB to follow up). 



The issue of road surfacing was brought into discussion with residents raising concerns about 

deteriorating surfaces, pot holes, damage to vehicles and the general safety of the roads in their 

current state. The question of when the council would take responsibility for the roads was raised. 

The roads are currently the responsibility of TW, it is up to TW to finish the roads to a standard 

deemed acceptable by the council before they can be passed over to the council; this is to ensure 

lower maintenance costs for the council with taxpayers money. When the roads are completed by 

TW is determined by TW’s own timetable; however it is envisaged that this will likely be on a phased 

basis throughout East Wichel (TW to advise/action). 

Highways Matters - Restricted Parking Zones and Bus Gate Plans 

Rob advised that all associated documentation has been uploaded onto the Wichelstowe website for 

individuals to take a closer look at (http://www.wichelstowe.co.uk/).  

Bob explained that the meeting and current stage of the process is effectively a pre-consultation 

opportunity to look at bus lanes and parking. The principle of East Wichel becoming a restricted 

parking zone will proceed, it is only the specifics surrounding each street that are yet to be finalised 

and therefore discussed upon.  

Bus Gates 

The intention is that formal bus gate signage will be installed following the consultation. 

 A resident raised the issue of enforcement and whether there would be consideration for the 

installation of cameras monitoring the bus lane as there are current problems with the bus lane 

being used as a speedy cut-through by private road users between Waitrose and East Wichel. 

The council is not intending to install any bus lane cameras at the current time as this is seen as a 

high cost resolution. However, the Council has procured 5 cameras with the idea that they are 

rotated around the various bus lanes and bus gates in Swindon. It’s still early days but we are 

monitoring performance and over time will establish a strategy for when cameras are relocated and 

where to. There is no reason, from a practical point of view why the proposed bus gates at either 

end of East Wichel Way couldn’t be enforced by cameras and this will be reviewed by the Local 

Highways Authority going forward. The Council’s enforcement of bus lanes does not prevent the 

Police from continuing their enforcement too. 

Once signs are in place there will be an enforcement period with  an increased police presence. 

Attendees were asked for their input and the general consensus was that that bus lane (to Waitrose) 

is appearing to be used as a cut through by private vehicles a lot.  

Speed Restrictions 

The speed limit in East Wichel will be 20 mph. 

 The issue of monitoring speed limits by road users around Wichelstowe was raised as there were 

concerns surrounding individuals speeding through certain areas of the development. 



The council will take the same approach as the monitoring of bus lanes, whereby an increased police 

presence will be established in an enforcement period. Should problems persist following such 

period then alternative options will be considered as appropriate.  

Parking Restrictions 

The statutory consultation period has not yet commenced. This is likely to start in mid/late August. 

This meeting is informational for the community intended for early engagement (pre-consultation). 

Rob introduced the initial plans and was interested in gaining the views of the community; the 

council is aware that some people are keen for restrictions to be imposed, whilst others may be 

unaware that East Wichel had intended to be a restricted parking zone from the outset. 

TW and Sovereign have always known of the intention for restrictions in East Wichel and should 

have passed this information onto home purchasers however SBC are unaware if this had been 

passed onto other sub-developers.  

The whole ethos of EW is to be a sustainable development; for the increased use of public transport, 

cycling and walking by residents and therefore resulting in a reduction of reliance on private vehicle 

usage.  Sustainable developments were a prevailing concept urged for and accelerated nationally by 

central Government at the time of East Wichel’s conception. This factor meant that roads have been 

designed to accommodate only a limited amount of vehicles, therefore parking restrictions are 

required so as to ensure that uncompromised access for emergency and refuse vehicles is 

maintained at all times. 

A feasibility study on Restricted Parking Zones was completed by SBC in early 2014 and initial plans 

are now ready for consultation. The Council are sharing these plans at the earliest opportunity and 

welcome feedback on the proposals. 

Bob stated that restricted parking zone removes the need for double yellow lines everywhere; 

allocated parking zones are the only authorised places to park when in the restricted parking zone. 

The premise for restricted parking has been key design concept of EW from the outset this is 

evidenced in the road width and positioning, by its very nature there is little scope for the original 

allocation to be increased. Any comments where there is additional space that can be feasibly used 

are welcomed, local knowledge will be beneficial. Three sets of plans were presented at the meeting 

for residents to view. All the information/plans are online at: www.wichelstowe.co.uk 

 Question on signage – will they be attached to existing posts or new posts?  

Rob answered wherever possible; existing posts, railings or buildings will be used, it is dependent 

upon the location. The Council are specifically looking to avoid clutterand the proliferation of signage 

within the EW estate.. 

 What are the legalities where roads are not adopted?  

Rob advised that speed limits are enforceable by the police and it does not need to be an adopted 

road. 

 Same for parking?  

http://www.wichelstowe.co.uk/


Yes, SBC parking team will enforce. Civil enforcement action in the form of a financial penalty. 

 Where people have not been advised of the restrictions and they do not appear in deeds, how to 

recourse? A resident stated their Bloor deeds do not specify any parking constraints.  

Rob advised that residents would need to go back to who the property was purchased from. 

Prospective purchasers should have been made aware of the restricted parking plans by the house 

builders. A parking statement explaining the background has been present on the project website 

and accessible to all since 2010.  

 How will the use of public transport be encouraged in EW?  

Rob hoping that the existing service will increase in utilisation. The Council have provided a bus 

subsidy allowing bus services to run from day 1 to EW. Improved footpaths, cycle paths and 

walkways have been provided to reduce people’s reliance on cars. These footpaths and cyclepaths 

will connect up the wider Wichelstowe estate as the development progresses. 

 People who work further away than the local bus route provides currently rely on their own 

vehicles to get to work – how will they commute?  

Bus services link EW to the town centre from which further linkages to wider Swindon and 

surrounding areas exists. However the routes, destinations and frequency of service provided are 

based upon the commercial decision of the public transport providers. 

 Are there any plans to improve the bus service prior to enforcing the restricted parking zone so 

residents can reduce their reliance on cars? 

It is envisaged that the existing service running to Waitrose will continue for the time being. The bus 

service serving wider Wichelstowe will be phased in but the plans are a commercial decision for the 

bus operators. Restricted parking is a specific planning requirement. The Council have subsided bus 

services but a bigger campaign involving residents may be required to increase the bus services.  

Nadine Watts suggested that the MD of Thamesdown (bus service provider) should be invited to 

next residents meeting. 

There is insufficient Visitor parking. Bob advised that there is a certain ratio of parking per house – 

there is not allocated ‘visitor’ parking. Future additional parking spaces can be considered in places 

where it will not restrict the ability of refuse vehicles and emergency vehicles. A ‘time limit’ could be 

imposed if that was deemed more suitable by residents. 

 A resident advised rumours of a ‘pay and display’ car park to take the place of the TW sales 

office site.  

Rob advised that he was unaware of this proposal and that planning permission would be required 

for such (no planning application received). Residents would be able to comment on the planning 

application if this proposal came forward. 

 Residents felt the spread of potential parking is very uneven. Some areas have large number of 

spaces available for a small number of houses. Other areas have few spaces for a large number 



of properties. A suggestion of cutting into existing grass verges or areas was raised – could this 

be feasible?  

Bob advised that any suggestions of locations that residents could safely park their cars that have 

either been missed or could be explored would be welcomed. There have been similar requests for  

turning grass areas into additional parking throughout Swindon, but it is expensive for the council to 

do. 

All questions welcomed via the contact details provided on the Wichelstowe website. 

TimescalesBob advised the formal statutory process is likely to start in mid/late August however the 

exact timing is dependant upon the feedback and comments from the pre-consultation. The 

statutory process is then a 3 week consultation with opportunity provided for objections. Any 

objections then have to be considered by the cabinet at the Council. With likely objections it is 

expected that the parking restrictions will be imposed by the end of the year. There is a set process 

for objections to be formally considered. 

 What are the likely penalties for parking in non-designated areas?  

Civil parking enforcement; a fixed parking notice/monetary fine will be affixed to vehicles. The 

amount is dependent on when the fine is paid. 

Covenants regarding work vans and parking of commercial vehicles etc. are local between residents 

and developers the Council would not get involved in these issues. 

 Kerb stones and pathways are falling into disrepair. Pathways and roads are dangerous.  

Rob advised that residents should inform developers of any concerns directly and copy in the Council 

on any such correspondence. The infrastructure is not yet adopted and is not the responsibility of 

the Council. 

 Will a parking permit scheme be introduced into the area like the schemes that currently exist in 

Old Town and the Town Centre? 

Bob advised that there is no intention to introduce such a scheme; these are typically introduced 

only when the road is being used as all day parking by commuters. The intent is to keep streets 

completely clear of parked cars. Any resident at any time can request such measures to be 

employed, including things like zebra crossings by writing to the Council, all will be considered by the 

council. 

 Will the number of speed bumps be increased and introduced in different areas? A resident 

stated an issue with people speeding along residential roads. 

There is currently no intention of doing so.  Again, people can raise concerns/suggestions for 

localities to fund and make suggestions to the council. 

 Residents discussed the need for a local shop in the area and discussed concerns that this will 

not be delivered until the whole development is finished, as has been the case in other 

developments they are aware of.  



This is a commercial matter for TW. TW have planning permission and a proposal exists. It is with TW 

to confirm the status (TW to advise). 

 It is believed to be projected for 2017 but this has been discussed at previous resident meetings and 

should be in previous Minutes.  

 Concerns were raised that this land would be changed into more housing development and no 

shop would be delivered.  

Rob advised that the 3 villages at Wichestowe will each need their own local centre as this underpins 

the concept of a sustainable development. The Council will therefore push for this local centre to be 

delivered. 

The meeting was closed and Ali welcomed any volunteers willing to support the activities of 

EWCA. 


